The Nature Boys Approach to Insta
So you want to be well good at Instagram. GREAT!
First things first. All of the information in this document i’ll try to update as regularly as I can as I learn and Insta
changes.
HOWEVER we all know how much Insta likes to f*ck with us. But there’s nothing you can do about it so suck it
up.
This information is my best attempt at what’s working for me and what i’ve seen work for others.
But the golden rule is, test it for yourself, see if it works and if it doesn’t, test something else. If it does work,
rinse it dry!!
Everyone is unique and there is always 10 right answers for each business decision and 100 wrong ones.
Hopefully though there will at least be some helpful morsels for you seasoned pros mixed in there to try testing
and a good starting point for people newer to Insta.
Also once you’ve finished with this guide or just particularly in need of figuring out how to make money out of
insta then head over to our other mega guide - 50 Ways to Make Money from Instagram!
So with those massive disclaimers out the way, let’s get into it...

Your profile

- Na mes & User na mes

Your username and your ‘name’ are two different things. Your username is the bit at the top, your name is the
bold bit in your bio.

I point this out as they’re two opportunities to test/play/make an impact!
Most people use the username and name as the same thing or similar. Just give your name. HOWEVER. You
see both almost everywhere you look and so using your username as your name and then this allows you to
use your ‘name’ as more of a pitch. So you can put in there more on why someone might like the idea of
following you.
This is particularly helpful as it means when someone is searching through the search results page you give
them a reason on why to choose to follow you beyond just your name. I stand out ahead of the rest with ECO
KING and some lovely emoji loving. Plus EC makes it clear who we’re for. So any eco traveller has to be
intrigued!
See my personal account in search results:

Your profile

- T HE B I O

Your bio’s goal is to sell you to the people you care about that turn up at your profile and ultimately convert
those people into highly engaged followers, traffic to your site or sales for your business.
Remember:

“To try to please everyone leads to ultimately pleasing no one.”
- Superman of Insta (2017)

Focus on your tribe/niche. Be true to yourself and what you love and are passionate about and that will ring
truest to the followers you want that will engage. Like if I fucking love wildlife but think Trump’s a twat. Saying
that would put off trump fans but make wildlife enthusiasts smile. Am I sad that Trump fans won’t follow me?
No. Obviously not. As they were never going to be my followers anyway.
Be remembered! Whether it’s using emoji’s which i’m always a fan of, or just witty humour, come up with a
reason for someone to pause and laugh, smile or cry (With joy. Probably a stretch with a bio but who knows!)
Make yourself easily accessible! Stick your website address into the URL link, put your email or phone or
both in the bio too on top of the standard insta CTA’s. I get leads every day for Eco Companion in terms of
customers wanting to book holidays but also eco lodges and tour operators wanting to add what they offer to
the site. So it’s a powerful tool for B2B as well as B2C as long as you make it easy for them!
USE EMOJIS! Here’s an example from Twitter to highlight the obvious benefit of using emoji’s in everything to
stand out that bit more ahead of others:
“Kim conducted an experiment where he explored the impact of emojis on engagement. He used the Twitter ad
platform to isolate the audience and A/B tested two ads: one with emojis and one without. The emoji version of
the Tweet got 25.4 percent higher engagement than the non-emoji Tweet. What’s more, the Tweet with emojis
had a lower cost per engagement.”
If McDonalds can do it, so can you!

Hashtagz 4 dayz
Hashtags. Boy are they boring to deal with.
Plus there’s that article that says they’re dead and don’t work.
WTF do I do?
I know right. It’s pretty up and down on whether they’re good or not and even if they are how do you do go
about using them?
Overall my stance is that for the majority of accounts they’re helpful in growth. Plus if you really use them
smartly you can actually get some powerful extra growth gainz from them.
The basic concept you need to understand is that for each hashtag there is a discovery page (There’s also one
of those for locations and others which is why they’re good to do too)
On this discovery page your post is compared to all the others that used it recently and then Insta picks, using
it’s cool rating, which are the best 9 ish.
So for you, you should aim to use hashtags that you can be in the top coolest 9 posts for. Then someone sees
you on that discovery page if they click on it and then they might like you and choose to follow you!
After this it’s all very murky waters on 1 million strategies you can try but the basics are easy to get.
Research FIRST
Research for your niche/area hashtags that are relevant to what
you do and find those that have a level of popularity that you can
compete against.
You can do this by just typing in words around your niche in to
Insta as you can see to the right. If you can’t think of hashtags
then this tool helps to think of words related to your niche. If
you’re in to hiking travel try typing hiking in to that.
Then note you can see how many times that hashtag has been
used. Ecowarrior with 35,718, ecowarriorstyle with 435 etc.

Then if you click on one you can see the top 9 posts for that
hashtag.

Then if you click on each of those posts you can see how many likes and comments they’ve had. This is the
simplest way to gauge the competition. You want to be going for hashtags where you can be better than at
least one or two of the posts in the 9.
So out of that 9 for example for Eco Warrior. A couple had like 5k of likes which was more than my picture of
leaves (I realise that has nothing to do with ecowarrior, lol), BUT the rest of the 9 pictures all had more like 20
to 1,000 likes.
So then you know to get into that hashtag and be in the top 9 posts you need to beat at least a couple of those
pictures getting 20 to 1,000 likes.
So this one could be good for most people as it’s quite low competition (Note. this is just an example. Though
you are all my eco warriors obv ;) )
What do you do then.
Do his research and figure out which hashtags you can get in the top 9 for. There will likely be a range. Like if
you get less than 1,000 likes on posts then you don’t want to go for hashtags with more than 1 million uses as
those have pictures with 2k+ likes and all so you’re not going to win.
So say as a really rough idea, if you only are getting
20 likes per post, you want to go for the really small
hashtags that have less than 100k uses. But if you’re
getting up at 500 likes a post then maybe you can go
for more like up to 500k uses.
Test it and look for yourself. You can always check if
your post is getting into them too after you’ve posted
by just clicking on one of them from your post.
Here’s an example of me doing it with eco warrior. I
have 2,710 likes and like 30 comments and so I beat
most of the competition even after a few days on that
discovery page. So i’ll have been found by a bunch of
people extra thanks to that.

BUT MAX! How do i do this regularly??? It’s so boring!
I know, i know. It’s ok. I have a solution. Just take that hashtag research hardcore one time and come up with
like 100 hashtags for different terms in sets of 5. Then take 4 sets of those 5 and add them to the post. Then
add 4-8 more particularly specific ones to the post on top totalling around 24-28. (30 is technical cap)
And put all of these lists of 5 into a note in your phone/laptop. Apple people, notes is perfect, Android/windows
people i’m sure you have an equivalent :)
Here’s EC’s (DONT COPY. What’s right for Eco Companion with its following and engagement and
content isn’t right for you.)

So see how each set is always 5 hashtags and is specific to a particular thing. Like Nature, travel, eco, wildlife
etc.
So then I can add to this list while on my laptop in notes, Then it’s automatically also on my phone. So then
when i’m posting a cute pic of another lion cub. I just switch over to notes on my iphone, copy and paste
maybe the wildlife and nature sets of hashtags to get me to 20 hashtags. Then I add in 10 more specific
hashtags like #lioncub #cutelion #lionbabies or whatever extra that are particular to that post.
This process takes an hour or two to get done. But once it’s in place it means hashtags take 20 seconds each
time you post instead of an hour.
Everyone gets lazy and just uses the same ones over and over which Insta thinks is fake looking and
so doesn’t like or people just stop using hashtags all together. This will stop you doing that. And you
will grow faster thanks to it!

Your content
This one i’m not touching on too much as basically this is all about the you!
Be your own beautiful, artistic, creative self and post awesome stuff!
Some words I’d use to describe content that does well on Insta:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Unique
Beautiful
Muscles
Colour
Emotions
Stories
Boobs & Bums (Soz it’s true)
Inspiration

Figure out which one of those you can deliver and do more of it! I personally don’t have great boobs so have to
make do with unique/beautiful/emotions/stories/inspiration!

(example of me being inspiration/beautiful)
How often to post?
This one is the furthest from there being a ‘right’ answer of any of it. Some people post once a month but blow
the world away when they do like our girl Beyonce. But others post constantly and that delivers a super close
relationship between them and their audience and gets them in front of them more often.
I think in the end it comes down to quality vs quantity. People always say they want quality. The answer is
actually both. If you can post amazing content 4 times a day then you’ll grow like a fire emoji from it! So post as
often as you can post great stuff! Don’t ever stretch to post and end up posting pics of your shit fry up.

“Quality over quantity but still lots of quantity!”
Superman of Instagram, 2017

Instagram/Facebook ‘Cool rating’
What is the cool rating? It’s basically my name for the algorithm that Facebook Inc. and all social channels
create to decide what posts other people will like or not.
I call it the ‘cool rating’ in particular as it’s the obvious way to actually figure it out for yourself in a very simple
human way. Instead of some mentally complicated algorithm.
All Facebook and Instagram are trying to do is decide if the post you just sent out is going to be liked and
enjoyed by other users. I.e. if it’s cool or not.
So when you’re trying to figure out what will do well and get engagement, ask yourself is this post cool? (lolz).
Stuff that’s cool? Someone who’s just triumphed through diversity, someone who’s really attractive, beautiful
photography, People changing the world etc.
For a more formal understanding of the cool rating here’s a particularly helpful breakdown of the high level.
Facebook and Instagram are the same business so will use the same methodology:

Pattern interrupts
….

….

Wait for it….

….
….

…..

Waaaaiiiit for it…..

…...

OH MY GOD IT’S A SHOCKED
KOALA BEAR!??!!!!!!

That! Is a pattern interrupt!
From this entire document. You’re probably only going to remember now this Koala bear.
This is the art of a pattern interrupt. The general public is assaulted with thousands of sales pitches and
content every day so only the interesting stand out. This can be done in subtle intelligent ways as well as just
excessive emojis. But emoji’s are also great.

Stop being boring. Stand out. Be remembered. Use emoji’s. Fuck the haters!
Be the most expressive you, you can be!
Superman of Instagram, 2017

Leaving a big footprint with hustle

My automation I help people with is the first part to this. Just being a hyper engaged user, following, liking and
commenting on people from your niche.
Though it goes beyond this.
Everywhere you go, hustle smart and leave a big footprint. What do I mean by that?
I mean when you speak at some event, stick your Insta handle on every slide.
If you write blog posts for some site, get them to stick your handle in your bio.
If you see competitions for some hashtag photography competition that’s legit. Put some effort in and enter.
Do the endless little things and leave a big footprint by making some noise.
Commenting on stuff, liking stuff, entering competitions all means someone in the world is pausing to think of
you. Get the right person and that could mean a new job, sale or even date ;) ;) ;)

Engagement p ods?
So engagement pods.
They are basically when there’s a group of say 1,000 people and they all agree to do rounds of liking each
other’s stuff.
There will be a time at say 14:00 where everyone adds their name in to a list. Then if you’re in that list,
everyone from that list will go to your profile and like and/or comment on your most recent post themselves.
In return, you go to all of these people off that list and like and/or comment on theirs.
This means everyone on the list ends up getting a nice boost of likes and/or comments.
I do it in different forms at different times. It’s worth trying for sure. As ever, Insta will try and stop it but you can
get pretty smart about things like this and so it’s really just people from your niche naturally coming to like your
content. Which is as real as an action can be and so ultra hard for Insta to block.
If you are going to try this and i’m actively building your account, then PLEASE let me know first. As otherwise
if we overlap we might end up making your account like or follow or comment too many people in a day. Then
that’s when you can get locked out. You can just unlock the account but obviously we dont’ want to have that
happen at all.
Also, if you’d like me to just set this up for you then just message on FB or wherever and i’ll do it for £20 extra
a month. You can expect 300 to 500 extra likes a post each day.

How to really win in the long term
But what’s the holy grail of an answer on how to win at Instagram?
Ok let’s look at who are the biggest winners in the world on Instagram right now:

Beyond the fact it’s mildly depressing that in the modern world, Kim Kardashian and Kylie Jenner are in this list
as most followed, what does this tell you?

“Deliver huge amounts of value to the world outside of Instagram and you will
grow faster than any hack”
Superman of Instagram, 2017
Taylor Swift has posted only 18 times, yet she has 104 million followers.
People always worry about algorithm adjustments. Create value for enough people outside of Instagram and
you will never have to worry about your cool rating again. The quickest way to improve your cool rating is to be
cool. Being cool is changing the world, changing people’s lives. So do that more!
I’ll finish on my favourite example of this. My hero Elon Musk. The
ultimate geek who has probably never even logged into
Instagram once. Here’s his 3 accounts (7.5m total):

